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EDWARD J. KING

April 3, 1981

TO THE HONORABLE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

Today I am submitting to your Honorable Bodies the accompanying legislation
entitled "AN ACT REVISING THE LAWS RELATIVE TO MOTOR VEHICLE
INSURANCE".

This legislation provides for an extensive and fundamental revision of our
automobile insurance system, by far the costliest and unquestionably the most
wasteful and complicated in the United States.

Our motorists have been subjected to severe financial penalties year after
year. The evidence is overwhelming that incredible amounts of their premium dollars
have been siphoned off to pay for monumental car theft and claim fraud. Reliable
studies have placed this total figure well in excess of $100,000,000.

Last March in the report of our Special Task Force on Automobile Theft,
particular attention was focused on the so-called mandatory offer law. This provision
has required insurers to sell all coverages to all comers at the standard, uniform rate
established by the Insurance Commissioner, even though thousands of such applicants
had records of multiple claims and many of whom have been demonstrable car
thieves.

The Task Force similarly was critical of the devasting effects of the
mandatory offer law in combination with the operating methods of the statutory
Motor Vehicle Reinsurance Facility, which replaced the Assigned Risk Plan in 1974.

The Facility provides coverage to motorists who, for a variety of underwriting
reasons, are not written in the regular market. Such motorists pay no more than
standard rates, and Facility deficits are shared by the insurers in proportion to each
company's share of the total market. The Task Force found there has been no
incentive for companies to exercise the same degree of vigilance in investigating
Facility claims as applied to claims arising from their regular market business.

The financial consequences have been appalling:

Facility operating deficits are well in excess of a half-billion dollars.
Each motorist carrying full coverage is now paying $73 of the total premium,
solely to subsidize the Facility's annual deficit.

Nearly 40 per cent of all Massachusetts car owners are now receiving their
coverage through the Facility.

GOVERNOR
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The Honorable Senate and House of Representatives
Page Two

The keystone of the attached legislative program of reconstruction lies in the
orderly implementation of genuine, aggressive rate competition among companies.

I propose April 1, 1982, as the inception date for price competition on private
passenger cars. There would be no change in the Commissioner's scheduled target
date of next July 1 for commercial vehicles.

Pricing guidelines as set forth in the legislation will permit insurers to
innovate and file their own rating territories, motorists' classifications and merit
rating or safe driver plans. Substantial savings could be offered competitively to
many thousands of car owners with better-than-average driving and claim records.

The Commissioner would have authority to disapprove, after a hearing, any
rate filing found to be in violation of the law. But the disapproval would apply only
to the company involved.

The Facility will be eliminated and replaced by a Joint Underwriting
Association, a mechanism that will provide full coverage to such policyholders at
costs based on objective underwriting criteria. Simultaneously, the 3UA operation
will be required to establish strong measures to control fraud, and its insurer
members obliged to exercise greater scrutiny to weed out unduly high risk,
irresponsible or dishonest policyholders.

Viewed • in its entirety, the program will offer the highest potential for
eliminating, step by step, the main causes of controversy and public discontent over
automobile insurance in Massachusetts.

Anything less would constitute a flagrant disservice to our millions of
motorists and to thousands of small businessmen striving to meet our insurance needs
- -the licensed, independent agents and brokers of the Commonwealth.

enactment of this legislation
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-One.

An Act TO REVISE THE LAWS RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

XKfjc Commontocaltf) of iWaswarijusteltt

SECTION 1

Section 172 of chapter 6 of the General Laws, as most2
recently amended, is hereby further amended by striking out the

sixth paragraph thereof and inserting in place thereof the

following paragraph:

3

4

5

6 Any individual or agency, public or private, that receives or

7 obtains criminal offender record information, in violation of the

8 provisions of this statute, whether directly or through any

intermediary, shall not collect, store, disseminate, or use such

criminal offender record information in any manner or for any

purpose. Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, the

9

10

II

12 collection, storage, dissemination and use of information
relative to a person's conviction of automobile lav; violations as

defined by section one of chapter ninety C, shall not be

prohibited where such collection or storage is done or such

dissemination or use is made directly or indirectly by the

association created pursuant to section one hundred thirteen H of

chapter one hundred and Seventy-five, or any successor

organization thereto, by or to an insurance company or such

association doing motor vehicle insurance business within the

13

14

15

16
17

18

19

20

21 commonwealth, or by or to such insurance company's or

association's agents, independent contractors or insurance

policyholders to be used exclusively for motor vehicle insurance

purposes. Said association or its successor shall have access to

22
23

24
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25 criminal offender record information for the purpose of

26 forumulating and administering a plan for the compiling,

27 gathering and disseminating of information, operator records and

28 histories, and such other data as it deems necessary or

29 appropriate pertaining to motor vehicle accidents, claims under

30 motor vehicle policies and motor vehicle violations in order to

31 facilitate the implementation and operation of merit rating plans

32 for motor vehicle insurance. The criminal history systems board

33 shall certify said association or its successor and each

34 insurance company doing motor vehicle insurance business within

35 the commonwealth for access to criminal offender record

36 information pertaining to violation of chapter ninety by its

37 insureds, applicants for insurance and prospective operators of

38 vehicles to be insured; provided, however, that said association

39 or its successor and each such company shall comply with the

40 regulations of the criminal history systems board and be subject

41 to the provisions of sections one hundred and seventy-three to
42 one hundred and seventy-eight inclusive.

1 SECTION 2. Said chapter 5 is hereby further amended by

2 striking out section 183 thereof, as most recently amended.

| SECTION 3. Said chapter 90 is hereby further amended by

2 striking out section 340 thereof, as most recently amended, and

3 inserting in place thereof the following section:

4 Section 340. Every person having in force a motor vehicle

5 liability policy or motor vehicle liability bond, as defined in

6 section thirty-four A, shall also maintain in force either

7 property damage liability insurance or a bond providing

8 equivalent coverage. Every insurer issuing or executing a motor

9 vehicle liability policy or bond shall also provide property
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4

damage liability coverage for the policyholder or obligor.

Property damage liability insurance is insurance containing

provisions as prescribed in this section, among such other

provisions, including conditions, exclusions, and limitations, as

the Commissioner of Insurance may approve.

10

II

12
13

14
Every policy of property damage liability insurance shall

provide that the insurer will pay on behalf of the insured all

sums the insured shall become legally obligated to pay as damages

because of injury to or destruction of property, including loss

of use thereof, caused by accident and arising out of the

ownership, maintenance or use, including loading and unloading of

the insured motor vehicle, subject to a limit of not less than

five thousand dollars because of injury to or destruction of

property of others in any one accident. Under terms and

conditions approved by the Commissioner the insurer shall have

the right and duty to defend any suit against the insured seeking

damages on account of such injury to or destruction of property

even if any of the allegations of the suit are groundless, false

or fraudulent.

15

16

17
18

19

20

21
22
23

24
25

26.

27
28

29 Every insurer issuing or executing a motor vehicle liability

policy or bond may also provide at the option of the insurer the

following coverages"

30

31

32 (1) Collision Coverage. The insurer shall pay either to the

33 insured or to a repair shop if the insured so indicates

34 in writing to his insurance company for direct and

accidental loss of or damage to the insured motor35

36 vehicle, subject to any deductible amount selected, up

37 to a limit equal to the actual cash value of the vehicle

less such ’deductible, caused by collision of the insured38

39 motor vehicle with another object or with a vehicle to

which it is attached, or by upset of the insured motor40
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vehicle. Benefits under this coverage and payable41

without regard to negligence, comparative negligence.42
gross negligence or fault of any kind. The insurer may43
requite as a condition of continuing such coverage in44

effect that a vehicle for which total damage has been

paid pass a motor vehicle safety inspection test.

45

46

Insurers may also make available additional47

coverage whereby an insured who has selected collision

coverage shall be entitled to full payment, without

regard to any deductible if any of the cases described

in clauses (a) to (d), inclusive, of limited collision

coverage occur; provided that the negligence

attributable to such an insured is fifty percent or

less.

48

49

50

51

52

53

54
(2) Limited Collision Coverage. The insurer shall pay

either to the insured or to. a repair shop if the insured

so indicates in writing to his insurance company for

direct and accidental loss of or damage to the insured

motor vehicle in cases described in clauses (a) through

(d) below, subject to any deductible selected up to a

limit equal to the actual cash value of the vehicle less

any such deductible without regard to comparative

negligence attributable to the operator of the vehicle

which is not in excess of fifty percent: —

(a) Cases- in which the insured is entitled to recover

55
56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63
64

65

66 in tort for such loss or damage against another

identified person; the insured, in such a case,

shall take all steps necessary to preserve the

67

68

69 insurer's right of subrogation

70 (b) Cases in which the loss or damage is incurred by

the insured motor vehicle while the vehicle is

lawfully parked and the loss or damage is the

71

n
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result of impact with another vehicle owned by73
74 another identified person;

75 (c) Cases in which the insured motor vehicle is struck

76 in the rear by another vehicle owned by another

77 identified person moving in the same direction;

(d) Cases in which the operator of the vehicle causing78

loss or damage to the insured motor vehicle as a

result of his operation at the time the loss or

79

80
damage was incurred, is convicted of either81
operating under the influence of alcohol or a drug82
as described in section twenty-four of chapter83
ninety, or of driving the wrong way on a one-way84
street or of operating at an excessive rate of85
speed as defined in section seventeen of chapter

ninety, or of any similar violation of the lav/ of

86

87
any other state in which the loss or damage is

sustained. No coverage is created under this

clause, however, if the operator of the insured

88

89
90

vehitle is himself convicted of any such violations

as a result of his operation at the time said loss

91

92
or damage was incurred93

The insured shall be entitled to payment in any of the cases

described in clauses (b), (c) and (d) whether or not the facts

disclose that he is or would have been entitled to recover in

94

95

96
97 tort for such loss or damage against another.

98 The insurer may require as a condition of continuing such

coverage in effect that a vehicle for which total damage has been

paid shall pass a motor vehicle safety inspection test.

99

100

Insurers may also make available additional coverage whereby

an insured who has selected limited collision coverage shall be

entitled to full payment without regard to comparative negligence

or any deductible if any of the cases described in clauses (a) to

101

102

103
104
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105 (d) , inclusive, of, said limited collision coverage occur,

106 provided the negligence attributable to such an insured is fifty

107 percent or less.

108 Subject to such stated limits and conditions, exclusions, and

109 limitations as may be approved by the commissioner, the insurer

110 may offer additional coverage, optional to the insured, for

I 1I resulting loss of use of the insured vehicle.

112 No insurer shall make any payments to the insured under

113 collision coverage or limited collision coverage policies unless

114 it has received a claim form from the insured stating that the

115 repair work described in an appraisal made pursuant to section

116 one hundred and thirteen M of chapter one hundred and

||7 seventy-five has been completed. In any case where the insurer

I| g fails to make payment within seven days of receipt of the above

||9 : claim form, the insured may commence a civil action for payments

120 claimed to be due. If the court determines that the insurer was

121 unreasonable in refusing to pay such insured's claim, the

122 claimant shall be entitled to recover double the amount of damage

123 plus cost and reasonable attorneys' fees fixed by the court. If

124 no such claim form is received by the insurer, the insurer shall

125 only pay to the insured the decrease in actual value of the

126 insured vehicle less any deductible. If the insured elects not

127 to repair the vehicle, or if the insurer does not receive a claim

128 form from the insured stating that the repair work has been

129 completed, the insurer shall decrease the actual cash value of

130 the insured vehicle by the amount of damage sustained. No

131 insurer shall refuse to pay a claim under property damage

132 liability insurance solely on the basis that its insured failed

133 to comply with the provision of the policy relating to notice of

134 accident by the insured; provided, that the claimant forwards to
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the insurer written notice of the accident within thirty days

thereof containing information sufficient to identify the

insured, the claimant, an itemized statement of the amount of the

claim and also reasonably obtainable information with respect to

the time, place and circumstances of the accident, the names and

addresses of all operators and owners involved and of any

available witnesses, and the location where the damage may be

inspected by the insurer. Nothing contained herein shall

prohibit an insurer so nkaing a payment hereunder from pursuing

against its insured whatever remedies or indemnification arise

out of its insured's failure to comply with such policy

135

136

137

138

139

140

141
142

143

144
145

provisions146
A person making claim against an insured on account of147

property damage or under clause (a) of limited collision coverage

may submit to the insurer a written demand to such insurer for

payment of the property damage or limited collision claim

contianing the information required in the notice of the

accident. The insurer shall, within fifteen working days after

receipt of such written demand respond in writing setting forth

148

149

150
151

152

153

154 its decision as to whether it accepts the claim, accepts a part
of the claim, rejects the claim, or, if applicable, the amount at155
which it is willing to compromise the claim and the reasons

therefor. If such insurer's decision is unacceptable to the

claimant, and in the event the claimant prevails in a legal

action wherein he recovers substantially the full amount of the

claim, and if the court, after such recovery is determined,
determines that the insurer failed to respond or that the

insurer's position as set forth in such response was unreasonable

in light of the facts adduced at the trial, the amount of the

claim in relation to any offer made in the response by such
insurer or in relation to the amount of the damages determined at
the trial, questions of liability and fact and any other

156
157

158

159

160
161

162

163

164

165

166
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167 pertinent matters, then the court may order that a,penalty be

168 included in the amount of the judgment not to exceed an amount

169 equal to the determined damages plus costs and reasonable

170 attorney's fees as determined by the court.

171 The claimant shall have the right to bring an action for a

172 property damage liability claim or a limited collision claim in

173 accordance with the .provisions of section twenty-one of chapter

174 two hundred and eighteen.

1 SECTIOtI 4. Section 22C of chapter 175 of the General Laws as

2 most recently amended is hereby further amended by striking out

3 the first paragraph thereof and inserting in place thereof the

4 following paragraph: "Every company cancelling a motor vehicle

5 insurance policy or bond as defined in section 34A of Chapter 90

6 of the General Laws shall, upon demand, refund within thirty days

7 all money duo to the insured as a result of such cancellation,

g Any company violating the provisions of the preceding sentence

9 shall be liable to the insured in an action of contract for

10 double the amount of the refund plus reasonable legal fees."

1 SECTION 5. Said chapter 175 is hereby further amended by

2 striking out section 22E, as most recently amended by section 9

3 of chapter 2GG of the acts of 1976, and inserting, in place

4 thereof, the following section:

5 Section 22E. Any company which is not intending to issue

6 renewal policy shall give written notice of its intent not to

7 issue a policy for the ensuing policy period in accordance with
8 the provisions of section 113 F of this chapter.

| SECTION 6. Section 22H of said chapter 175, as most recently

2 amended by section 8 of chapter 707 of the acts of 1975, is
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3 hereby further emended by deleting the first paragraph therein

4 and inserting, in place thereof, the following paragraph:

5 Sect-ion 22H. Any company, licensed to issue motor vehicle
6 policies or bonds as set forth in sections thirty-four A and

7 thirty-four 0 of chapter ninety, shall not refuse to issue or

8 renew such policies of insurance so as to disrupt the market for

9 said insurance in the commonwealth without a written

10 determination by the Commissioner that such refusals are required

11 to protect the solvency of the refusing company. The

12 Commissioner may, after a hearing in accordance with the

J provisions of chapter thirty A, suspend any company's license to

issue policies of insurance in the commonwealth if he finds that

15 said company has violated the provisions of this section. For

15 the purposes of this section, a disruption of the market for

17 motor vehicle insurance may be found to occur when an insurer

18 reduces its number of motor vehicle policies written in the

19 commonwealth by more than fifteen percent in any one year period

such policies of insurance. For

a company's number of policies of

not include those policies written

section one hundred and thirteen H.

20 by refusals to issue or renew

21 the proposes of this section,

22 motor vehicle insurance shall

23 pursuant to the provisions of

24 A refusal to issue or renew motor vehicle policies by any company

25 which is a member of a group of jointly owned companies may, for

26 the purposes of this section, be treated by the Commissioner as a

27 refusal to issue or renew motor vehicle policies by such a group

28 and any member company therein.

1 SECTION 7. Section 113 C of said chapter 175, as most

2 recently amended, is hereby further amended by striking out the

3 second paragraph thereof.
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1 SECTION 8. Section 113 E of chapter 175 of the General Laws

2 as most recently amended is hereby further amended by striking
3 out paragraph (a> in its entirety and inserting in place thereof
4 the following new paragraph:

5 (a) No insurance company shall be required to issue or
6 execute a R cnrphv ynnt-nr uphirl p 1 i phi 1 i pnl ipvexecute as surety a motor vehicle liability policy or

bond, or renew any such policy or bond, both as defined
8 in section thrity-four A of chapter ninety, to any

person applying for such policy or bond; except that9

|Q immediately upon the effective date of any such policy

II or bond or renewal thereof, no insurance company shall

|2 cancel any such policy or bond unless

13 (1) the insurance premium for such policy or bond has

14 not been paid

15 (2) the motor vehicle operator's license of any person

16 who usually drives any motor vehicle insured under

17 the policy has been revoked or suspended or the

18 motor vehicle registration for such vehicle has

19 been revoked or suspended, or

20 (3) there is fraud or material misrepresentation in the

21 application for insurance or the renewal thereof.

1 SECTION 9. Section 113 F of
2 recently amended by chapter 333

3 further amended by striking out

4 therein and inserting, in place

said chapter 175, as most

of the acts of 1973, is hereby

the fourth paragraph contained

thereof, the following paragraph:

5 The insured or principal shall be advised in any such notice

6 that he may be eligible for the coverage nonrenewed through

2 application to the joint underwriting association established by
O
° the provisions of section 113H. Any company failing to send

notice as herein before provided, or v/hich sends such notice and
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10 subsequently renews such policy or bond, shall upon the request

I I of such insured or principal issue a new policy or execute a new

12 bond as surety to at least the amount of coverages described in

12 section one hundred thirteen fl covering said insured or principal

14 and the same or replacement motor vehicle or vehicles and shall

15 recognise the agent or broker designated by the insured in tfie
16 sane manner as provided by any contract, custom, or usage then in

17 effect between such agent or broker and such company.

1 SECTION 10. Said chapter 175 is hereby further amended by

2 striking out section 113H, as most recently amended by section 16

3 of chapter 266 of the acts of 1976 and inserting in place

4 thereof, the following section:

5 section 11311. A joint underwriting association shall be

6 established by all insurance companies licensed to issue motor

7 vehicle policies or bonds, both as described in section

8 thrity-four A. or thirty-four oof chapter ninety. Every such

9 insurer shall be a mamber of the association and shall remain a

10 member as a condition of its authority to continue to transact

11 such kind of insurance within the commonwealth.

12 A plan for the operation of_the association shall be prepared

13 and administered by a governing committee consisting of thirteen

14 directors appointed by and to serve at the pleasure of the

15 Commissioner, seven directors shall represent participating

16 insurance companies and six directors shall be appointed from

17 associations of insurance producers.

]g The plan shall provide for the fair and equitable sharing of

19 risks or the fair and equitable apportionment among insurance

2q companies of premiums, losses, or expenses or any combination

2| thereof. The plan shall provide, except as described hereunder,

22 that the following coverages be made available to applicants for

23 motor vehicle insurance unable to procure Such insurance through

24 ordinary methods:
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25 (1) bodily injury liability and property damage liability

26 coverage as required by lav/;

27 (2) personal injury protection

28 (3) increased limits of bodily injury liability coverage in
29 an amount to bring the total bodily injury liability
30 coverage available for any one accident to $lOO,OOO per

31 person and $300,000 per accident;

-*2 (4) increased property damage liability limits in an amount
33 ... .....

...
to bring the total property liability coverage available

34 for any one accident to $50,000

(5) uninsured motorist limits in an amount up to the bodily
36

injury liability limits of the policy
37

(6) physical damage insurance which shall mean:
38

(a) collision coverage,
39

(b) fire and theft coveraeo, and
40

(c) comprehensive coverage, so called, as those
41

coverages are defined in section thirty-four O of

chapter ninety and section one hundred and thirteen

44 0 of chapter one hundred and seventy-five

4j Provided that the aforesaid coverages may not be made

46 available under the following circumstances:

47 (1) for comprehensive, fire and theft or collision coverage,

48 if the person purchasing coverage has been convicted of

49 insurance related fraud;

50 (2) for comprehensive, fire and theft, or collision

5) coverage, if the person purchaisng coverage has mode an

52 intentional and material misrepresentation in his

53 application for such coverages or in making any claim

54 for said coverage;

55 For the purpose of this section a person purchasing coverage

56 shall include the owner or principal operator or any other person

57 who customarily operates the motor vehicle.
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Before becoming effective, any such plan shall be filed with

the Commissioner who shall conduct a public hearing within thirty

days to determine whether such plan meets the requirements of

this section. Unless sooner approved or disapproved in writing

by the Commissioner, such plan shall be deemed to meet the

requirements of th'is section within-thirty days after the public

hearings.

58
59

60
61

62
63

64

Amendments to such plan shall be prepared and filed in the

same manner as herein provided with respect to the original plan.

Such amendments, unless sooner approved or disapproved in writing

by the Commissioner, shall be deemed to meet the requirements of

this section within thirty days from the date of filing. The

Commissioner shall, prior to the disapproval of any such

amendments, issue a notice specifying in what respects the

amendments do not meet the requirements of this section and

fixing a date for a public hearing thereon at which insurance

companies and any other party having a direct interest shall .have

an opportunity to be heard.

65
66

67
68
69

70
71
72

73
74

75
When such plan or amendment has been approved or promulgated,

no insurer may thereafter issue a motor vehicle policy or bond

unless such insurer shall participate in such an approved or

promulgated plan. In issuing policies in accordance with such

plan, all insurers shall use the manual of classifications, rules

and rates, and rating plans filed by or on behalf of the plan

under the provisions of chapter one hundred and seventy-five A.

76
77

78
79

80

81

82
The plan shall provide for eligibility requirements for

insurance companies to participate as servicing carriers for the

issuance of motor vehicle policies and bonds pursuant to this

section. The plan shall also provide for reasonable incentives

to maintain the population of motor vehicle policies and bonds

written through the association at minimum levels. The plan

shall also establish specific standards and guidelines for claims

83

4 84

85
86

87

88

89
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90 handling to detect' fraudulent claims practices and other insurer

91 or policyholder practices which increase losses. No insurer

92 shall be eligible to be or continue as a servicing carrier unless

93 it maintains a special investigative unit to investigate

94 suspicious or questionable motor vehicle insurance claims for the

95 purpose of eliminating fra'ud.

96 The rates, rating plans and any provision for recoupment

97 through policyholder assessment or premium rate increase shall be

based upon the association's loss and expense experience. The

99 plan may provide for higher rates to be charged for those risks

100 insured through the plan who have any combination of more than

101 two of the following incidents as described in A, B or C below or

102 one or mote incident as described in D below within the three

103 years immediately preceding the effective date of the policy:

104 (a) a motor vehicle accident in which the insured was more

105 than 50% at fault;

106 (b) conviction of a moving motor vehicle violation; or

107 (c) a claim paid of $5OO or more under fire and theft

108 coverage or comprehensive coverage, so called.

109 (d) conviction of operating a motor vehicle while under the

110 influence of intoxicating liquor, marijuana or narcotic

111 drugs, or depressent or stimulant substances or under

112 the influence of the vapors of glue, carbon

113 tetrachloride, acetone, ethylene, dichlotide, toluene,

114 chloroform, exylene or combination thereof, operating a

115 motor vehicle recklessly or negligently so that the

116 lives or safety of the public might be endangered, or a

117 conviction of any category of vehicular homicide.

118 Such rates and premium charges shall not take into account

119 any premium surcharges assessed under merit rating plans approved
120 pursuant to section one hundred and thirteen P.
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The plan shall provide that all applicants for insurance
shall have reasonable access to an insurance marketing outlet in

the applicant's locality and, dependent on the observed market

need for additional marketing outlets in any locality, the plan
shall provide for additional insurance marketing outlets to be

provided to such localities by appointment of producers to

service such localities or by any other reasonable servicing

method.

121
122
123

124

125

126

127
128

The plan shall also provide for procedures whereby all129

participating insurance companies shall be required to deliver to

the association any data necessary for the operation of merit

rating plans pursuant to section one hundred and thirteen P.

130

131

132
The Commissioner may relieve any insurer of a part of all its

obligation under the plan, if he finds that a continuation of

such obligations would threaten the solvency of such insurer.

133

134

135

136 Any insurer and any other party affected may appeal to the

Commissioner from any ruling or decision with reference to the

operation of such plan.

137

138

139 The ruling, order or decision of the Commissioner under

authority of this section shall be subject to review by appeal to

the superior court for the county of Suffolk at the instance of

any party in interest, which appeal shall be on the basis of the

record of the proceeding before the Commissioner. The'court

shall have jurisidction to modify, amend, annul, review or affirm

such action, order, finding or decision, shall review all

questions of fact and of law involved therein, and may make any

other appropriate order or decree. The court shall determine

whether the filing of the appeal shall operate as a stay of any

such order or decision of the Commissioner.

140
141

142
143

144

145

146
147

148
149

1 SECTIOII 11, Section 1131 of chapter 175 an most recently

2 amended is hereby further amended by inserting the following new

3 sentence after the first sentence thereof:
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4 Any independent licensed insurance agent who normally

5 transacts business pursuant to the so-called American Agency

6 System shall be paid a commission in accordance with the

7 provisions of section 162 D or section 162E of chapter 175 of the

8 General Laws on.those risks, insured through the plan approved

9 under section 113 H of chapter 175 of the General Laws for any

10 such risks who have not been charged with any combination of more

I I than two incidents as described in A, B or C below or one or more

12 incident as described in D below within the 3 years immediately

13 preceding the effective date of the policy:

14 (a) a motor vehicle accident in which the insured was more

15 than 50 percent at fault;

16 (b) conviction of a moving motor vehicle violation other

17 than'those violations as described in D below

|g (c) a claim paid of $5OO or more under fire and theft

19 coverage or comprehensive coverage, so called.

20 (d) Conviction of operating a motor vehicle while under the

21 influence of intoxicating liquor, marijuana or narcotic

22 drugs', or-depressant or‘stimulant substances or under

23 the influence of the vapors of‘ glue, carbon

24 tetrachloride, acetone, ethylene, dichloride, toluene,

25 chloroform, exylene or combination thereof, operating a

isly or negligently so that the

;e public might be endangered, or a

;egory or vehiclur homicide.

26 motor vehicle reckle

77 lives or safetv of tlives or safety of t

28 conviction of any ca

29 notwithstanding any provi

30 Laws to the contrary, the tot

31 agent under this.section for

ion of this section of the General

1 commission dollars paid to any

any risks insured through said plan

32 shall not, in any case, exceed the total commission dollars paid

33 for said risk as if said risk was insured outside of said plan at

29 the average voluntary rate.
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1 SECTION 12. Section 1130 of said chapter 175, as most

2 recently amended, is hereby further amended by striking out the

3 first four sentences of the first paragraph thereof.

j SECTION 13. Said chapter 175 is hereby further amended by

striking out section 113 P thereof, as most recently amended, and2

inserting in place thereof the following section3

Section 113P. Any motor vehicle insurer may file or have4
filed on its behalf a merit rating plan to vary rates and5

premiums for motor vehicle insurance on the, basis of accident6

7 involvement, any claim paid or reserved of any conviction of

moving violation of motor vehicle laws, or any combination8

thereof, under the provisions of chapter one hundred and9

10 seventy-five E. Ho such plan shall vary rates or premiums for an

II insured motor vehicle in cases described in clauses (b), (c) and

(d) of the description of limited collision coverage contained in12
13 section thirty-four Oof chapter ninety. The association formed

pursuant to section one hundred and thirteen H shall file such a14

plan, and the term insurer whereever used in this section shall15

16 include said association.

17 Any insured aggrieved by any determination of an insurer as

to the aplication of a surcharge may, within thirty days of18

19 receiving notification of such surcharge, file a written

20 complaint with the Commissioner on a form approved by him andcorns

21 supplied by the insurer at the time of such notification. Such

22 complaint shall be accompanied by a filing fee to be determined
23
24 The Commissioner shall provide the insurer and insured with

at least ten days* notice of any hearing held under this section.

If after a hearing the Commissioner finds that the application of
27 the surcharge was in accordance with the plan filed by or on

the Commissioner.
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28 behalf of the insurer and the

29 shall confirm the surcharge.

30 insurer's application of said

31 with said plan and provision.

provisions of this section, he

If the Commissioner finds that the

surcharge was not in accordance

he shall order the insurer to

32 vacate said surcharge and delete it from any premium charged.

33 Any person or insurer aggrieved by any finding or order of

34 the Commissioner may appeal therefrom to the superior court,

35 pursuant to the provisions of section fourteen of chapter thirty

36 A. The appellant shall file with his appeal a duly certified

37 copy of the complaint and of the finding and order thereon. The

38 court shall, after such notice to the parties as it deems

39 reasonable, give a summary hearing on such appeal and shall have

40 jurisdiction in equity to review all questions of fact and law,

41 and to affirm or reverse such finding or order and nay make any

42 "appropriate decree. The court or justice may allow such appeal,

43 finding or order to be amended. The clerk shall, within two days

44 after the entry thereof, send an attested copy of the decree to

45 each of the parties and the Commissioner. , The court or justice

45 nay make such order as to costs as it or he deems equitable. The

47 superior court may make reasonable rules to secure prompt
48 hearings on such appeals and a speedy disposition thereof.

1 EECTIOIi 14. Chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby

2 amended by inserting a new section IG2E as follows:

3 Section 1525. Expense premium commissions; payment to

4 insurance agents; additional compensation. Any filing of rates

5 for insurance to which chapter 175 E is applicable which is made

6 by an insurer doing business in this commonwealth through

7 independent licensed insurance agents pursuant to the so-called

g American Agency System shall specify the amount which such

9 insurer shall pay to such agents as fair and reasonable expense
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10 premium commission for policies and bonds subject to such rates.

11 Such insurer's commission arrangements shall guarantee that the

12 total amount paid to all such agents under all such policies and

13 bonds placed with the insurer during the period such rates are in

14 effect shall, in the aggregate, total tfie amounts of commission

15 applicable to all such policies and bonds. ITo portion of the

16 expense premium commission shall be considered as profit sharing

17 or expense reimbursement. The commissioner may require
18 appropriate reports from such insurers in order to insure
19 compliance with this requirement, nothing in this act shall

sat20

21 that specified in its filing.

22 For policies and bonds effective during 1982, 1983, 1904 and

23 1905, the amount paid in compliance with the requirements of the

24 first paragraph of this section shall be not less than the

25 dollars produced by utilization of the percentage of expense

26 premium commission established by the Commissioner in his

27 opinion, findings and decision on 1981 automobile insurance

28 rates. An insurer may vary the amount of commission paid to any

29 agent by not more than plus or minus 10 percent, provided the

30 proper total dollars are paid to all agents.

| SECTION 15. Section 4 of chapter 175 E of the General Laws,

2 as most recently amended, is hereby further amended by striking

3 out the second paragraph of subparagraph (d) thereof and

4 substituting therefore the following paragraph:

5 All companies shall establish rating classifications in

6 accordance with the provisions of this.chapter including a

7 territorial classification which shall include not less than

8 fifteen territorial divisions.

1 SECTION 16. Section 4 of chapter 175 A as most recently

2 amended is hereby further amended by striking out the first
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3 paragraph thereof and inserting in place thereof the following

4 paragraph:

5 This chapter shall apply to risks and operations in this

6 connonwealth insured by insurance companies authorized to"

7 transact business in this commonwealth under subdivisions (d),

8 (e) and (f) of the Second clause under the Third, Fourth, and

9 Fifth clauses, under subdivisions (d) and (c) of the Sixth

10 clause, and under the Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth and Twelfth

11 clauses of section forty-seven of chapter one hundred and

12 seventy-five, even though such risks or operations are covered by

13 policies or contracts of insurance issued pursuant-to section

14 twenty-two A of said chapter one hundred and seventy-five

15 providing coverage under the aforementioned and any other clauses

16 or subdivisions, other than subdivision (e) of the Sixth clause,

17 of said section forty-seven of said chapter one hundred and

18 seventy-five which, as part of the coverage thereof, insure real

19 or personal property against loss or damage by fire at

20 residential locations or which, as part of the coverage thereof,

21 insure the output of a manufacturer against such loss or damage

22 by fire at locations other than his manufacturing premises. This

23 chapter shall also apply to insured legal services plans and

24 membership legal services plans under the provisions of chapter

25 one hundred and seventy-six K and to regulation of rates for such

26 motor vehicle insurance as is provided through the plan approved

27 under section 113 H of chapter 175 of the General Laws. The

28 provisions of this chapter shall not apply to reinsurance other

29 than joint reinsurance to the extent stated in section thirteen,

30 nor to insurance against loss of or damage to aircraft or against

31 liability arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of

32 aircraft.

I SECTION 17. Said chapter 175 E is hereby further amended by
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striking out section 5 thereof, as most recently attended, and

inserting in place thereof the following section:

7

3

Section 5. If the Commissioner determines, after an4

5

6
adjudicatory proceeding pursuant to chapter thirty A of which not

less than ten days' prior written notice has been given to the

individual insurer, at which representatives of Consumers and

other interested parties may participate, and on the basis of

findings of fact and conclusions, that the protection of the

interests of the insureds of the particular insurer and the

public in this state requires closer supervision of such

insurer's rates because of the insurer's financial condition or

rating practices, 'the Commissioner may, by order, require that

the rates in effect for such insurer shall be discontinued from

use on and after the effective date specified in the order, or

such insurer's rate filing shall not beqorae effective, and that

any rate filing made by such insurer under section seven during

the six months next succeeding the effective date of disapproval

shall not become effective unless it has been specifically

approved by the Commissioner. Any such order of disapproval

7

8

9

10
11

12

13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

shall specify in what respects and to what extent the filing, or
rates, fails to meet the requirements of this chapter.

21

22
Unless such disapproval order requires specific approval of

any such subsequent filing, a subsequent filing under section

seven by any such insurer during such six-month period shall be

deemed approved if not disapproved within thirty days after the

date of such filing.

23
24
25
26

27

Whenever an insurer has no legally effective rates as a

result of the Commissioner's disapproval of rates or other act,

the Commissioner shall, on request of the insurer, specify
interim rates that are sufficient to protect the interests of all

parties and nay order that a specified portion of the premium be

placed in an escrow account approved by him. When new rates

28
29

30

31
32

33
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34 become legally effective, the Commissioner shall order the

35 escrowed funds or any overcharge in the interim rates to be

36 distributed appropriately, except that refunds to policyholders

37 that are de minimis shall not be required.

1 SECTION 10. Notwithstanding any provision of the General

2 Laws to the contrary the Commissioner shall call a hearing in

3 accordance v/ith the provisions of this section if after four

4 years from the effective date of rate regulation under chapter

5 175 E for the class of business so regulated the risks insured

6 through the plan approved pursuant to section 11311 of chapter 175
7 of the General laws do not constitute less than 20 percent of the

8 total of all such class of business in the Commonwealth.

g If the Commissioner determines, after such hearing at which

10 representatives of consumers and other interested parties may

11 participate, and on the basis of findings of fact and

12 conclusions, that, with respect to any territory or to any kind,

13 subdivision or class or insurance, competition is either (il

14 insufficient to assure that rates will not be excessive, or (ii)

15 so conducted as to be destructive of competition or detrimental

1( to the solvency of insurers, he shall, within ninety days or as

17 soon thereafter as possible and without regard to calendar dates

18 specified in section one hundred and thirteen B of chapter one

15 hundred and seventy-five, fix and establish the rates for such

20 insurance or territory pursuant to the provisions of section one

21 hundred and thirteen B of chapter one hundred and seventy-five.

22 Such procedure shall have a specified duration of not more than

23 one year but may be renewed by the Commissioner upon appropriate

24 findings of fact, conclusions and order. VJithin thirty days

25 after the close of the hearing, the Commissioner shall make this

26 determination in a report which shall be made public. After four

27 years from the effective date of rate regulation under chapter
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28 175 E for the class of business so regulated■the Commissioner

29 shall issue a finding with respect to the percentage of business

30 for such class of business which is insured through the plan

31 approved under section 113 H of chapter 175 of the General Laws.

32 If such finding indicates that the percentage of such business is

33 less than the percentage specified in the first paragraph of this

34 section then this entire section and section 1138 of chapter 175

35 of the General Laws are hereby repealed as of the date of such

36 finding. Until the Commissioner issues a finding in accordance
37 with this section, he shall approve premium levels for motor

38 vehicle insurance in accordance with the provisions of chapter
39 175E.

1 SECTION 19. Section 17 of this act shall take effect upon

2 its passage and shall apply to motor vehicle liability policies

3 and bonds, as defined in section thirty-four A of chapter ninety

4 of the General Laws, including coverage that is or may be

5 afforded therewith, insuring only vehicles used exclusively for

6 non-commercial purposes, on April first, nineteen hundred and

7 eighty-two, and, to all such policies insuring any other

8 vehicles, on October first, nineteen hundred and eighty-one, and

9 shall apply to all such policies issued or renewed to become

10 effective on or after each respective calendar date stated above.

11 No order issued by the Commissioner of insurance pursuant to

12 section five of chapter one hundred and seventy-five E of the

13 General Laws, whether issued heretofore or hereafter, shall apply

j 4 to any such policies, unless it is issued pursuant to this act.

15 All other sections of this act shall take effect upon its

jg passage and shall apply to motor vehicle insurance policies

]7 issued or renewed to become effective on or after July first,

|g nineteen hundred and eighty-one, but all things necessary to be

19 done before that date may be done.
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